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Cadwell Park Round 9 

 

For round 9 of the Superstock 600 we headed up north to 

Lincolnshire for Cadwell Park, a track I enjoy racing a round 

as it so many tight and twisty turns followed by lots of fast 

turns...great fun! 

 

 

FP- with 25 minutes 

to get used to the 

track I had to make 

the most of this 

session as from our 

forecast a heavy 

rain shower was 

due for my 

Qualifying 1 which 

meant it would limit 

our dry track-time for the weekend. So we had to maximise 

on this session and get the most of it that we could. In my first 

ten minutes I could feel where the bike needed improving, 

which was in the tight parts as the bike felt very twitchy and 

hard to turn which was making it hard work to ride. So after a 

pit stop with changes made I was out again to hopefully 

improve some more. The bike felt better but still needed 

some fine tuning. With 10 minutes to go I was lapping around 

the mid the 1:33s. With one last final adjustment it was time to 

improve. On lap 13 of 15 I posted a 1:33:0 which put me 7th. 

This was a positive start to the weekend and I felt we 

improved the bike throughout the session which is always the 

aim for free practice. 

 

Q1- as forecasted for this session the heavens opened. Whilst 

I was out for this session it was thunder and lighting, it was 

really chucking it down! I was actually quite enjoying riding 
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round in the rain; we used this session wisely and got the bike 

working great just in case it rained throughout the weekend 

again. In the remaining 10 minutes the track became border 

line dangerous as there was lots of lying water. I decided to 

finish the session with a few minutes left as it was beginning to 

come un-rideable due to there being so much water. When 

the flag went out I finished the session in 6th which was OK as 

we were confident it was going to be dry for Q2. 

 

Q2- with very good conditions 

for this session I was feeling good. 

We had a good strategy for this 

session, we planned a two stop 

strategy meaning two pit stops. 

So my first run I focused on the 

bike, I had  a big slide in the 

opening few laps so I pitted 

immediately to find out the tyre 

pressure had gone through the 

roof which made sense when 

they told me. In this stop we also 

made some changes to the 

front end. The thing with setting 

up a bike is a compromise as 

you can change the bike for one area but in contrast it can 

affect another area, this is why we make as many pit stops as 

we realistically can. If in my last pit stop the bike isn't perfect I 

try to adjust m y riding to overcome any little problems. At 

this stage in the session I was down in to the low 1:32s. With a 

new rear tyre for my last run and the bike was feeling good I 

began to post some good times. On my first flyer I went 3rd 

with a 1:31:8 and then on my second flyer I went pole with a 

1:31:5 which was also my personal best lap time. With 1 

minute remaining of the session I went to go again but I 

came upon some traffic. Fortunately I held pole position  
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which was my second of the year, the times where very 

close as 0.007 of a second covered the top 4. This was a 

great session I felt the bike was improved and of course...I 

was on pole! 

 

Race- sitting in 

pole position is 

great and what 

a way to boost 

my confidence 

before the race. 

The lights went 

out and I got a 

great launch 

and lead the 

way out of turn 1. On to the back straight and two riders got 

the slip stream on me. I sat behind these two riders for a lap 

and then another rider got the drag on me down the back 

straight, which is called Park Straight, on lap 2. Near the end 

of that lap and I got the rider back so I then sat in 3rd. Again 

on to the back straight and this time I didn't get the best 

drive meaning I was back to 4th. At this stage in the race I 

made a plan to follow the three in front and see where I was 

weak and they were strong, once I had figured that out I 

tried to build in my weak areas. Us front 4 could have been 

covered by a sheet the whole race. On lap 7 the group 

gapped me as a I made a little mistake so on lap 8 I put the 

hammer down and caught the group, on that lap I posted 

the fastest lap of the race and weekend with a 1:31:4 which 

is just 0.2 of a second off the lap record. Now I was on the 

back of them I planned to start making some moves. 

Unfortunately on lap 9 the red flag came out putting the 

race to an abrupt end. This was very frustrating as I was just 

starting to ramp it up for the last part of the race but that's 

racing. 

 
We came away from the weekend with lots of positives and I now look 

forward to Oulton Park on 9th-11th of September. 

 

I would just like to thank all my sponsors for their help and support, 

without them good weekends like these wouldn’t be possible. 
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